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INTRODUCTION

A

s a graphic designer and as a creative in general, my

DIRECTION AND SCOPE
Before I even decided on a potential name or

interest has always been in the conceptualization

industry for this brand, I knew I wanted to consider

and execution of brand identities. I am most

every stage of the user experience. This project would

comfortable as a designer when I am working in the

include the physical design elements of a brand such

realm of art direction, and most of my design heroes and

as packaging, storefronts, and merchandise, as well as

inspirations are legendary art directors and designers like the digital aspects of a brand such as a website and ad
Paula Scher, Paul Rand, and Michael Bierut. Logo and

campaign. The industry I decided to work in for this

wordmark design in particular are among my favorite

project was the coffee industry. Caffeine in general,

aspects of design, and finding ways to creatively apply

but more specifically, coffee, seems to be a catalyst for

these foundational aspects of a brand to each stage of

bursts of creativity and uninhibited ambition among

the user experience is exciting to me. The stages of the

myself and my digital media peers. I wanted to design a

user experience which I designed and art directed for my

brand which would reflect the magic and fun of coffee,

honors the included a logo symbol, a wordmark, a set of

while also standing out among the vast line of existing

packaging designs, a storefront, a landing page, and an

coffee brands in its brand elements. The brand elements

engaging ad campaign.

which I would be executing for this coffee company
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would include the physical attributes such as coffee bags,

broadening horizons in the West is reflected in the

coffee cups, a coffee shop storefront, and merchandise,

boldness of mid-century design. In gathering design

but also the digital attributes of a coffee brand such as a

inspiration from this era, I stumbled upon colorful

landing page to sell their products and an ad campaign to packaging, messy prints, geometric illustrations, and
advertise their products.

INSPIRATION
Before jumping into logo designs and style guides, I
would need to gather inspiration and more importantly

a thoughtfully minimalistic design philosophy. After
creating a moodboard of the combination of two
aesthetics between mid-century design and early space
exploration, I decided this coffee brand would be
sufficiently differentiated between its competition on
and off the shelves.

the story behind this coffee brand. I considered what
coffee means to me and what it means to western
culture as a whole. The ambition, energy, and creativity
that coffee provides western society led me to draw
comparisons between coffee and outer space. The
blind ambition and curiosity fueling space exploration,
particularly during the space race in during the 50s
and 60s, is where I gathered much of my inspiration
for this coffee brand. This era of experimentation and

(Right) Initial Moodboard
and Inspiration for Stellar
Coffee Co.
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MARKET RESEARCH
Before settling on any firm colors or stylistic choices, I made it a point to perform
some market research and see what other coffee brands were doing in their branding
with the goal of creating a coffee brand that stands out. After visiting several retailers
and doing some extensive research into the packaging of the biggest coffee brands,
I noticed some trends. Many coffee companies opt for warm tones such as deep
browns and reds in their packaging. I noticed that the brands who followed this trend
the strongest ended up standing out the least in the coffee section. My goal for my
thesis coffee brand would be to create a brand and a line of packaging designs with an
unexpected twist that helps them pop off the shelf.

(Top) Competitor Analysis
of Coffee Packaging
(Bottom) Competitor
Analyisis of Logo Symbol
and Wordmark Design
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EARLY IDEATION
When considering name ideas for my coffee
company, I created a series of mind maps to find
interesting words/phrases relating to coffee and space.
I ended up settling on the word, “Stellar,” as a word
which encapsulates the ambitious nature of coffee and
its relation to space exploration. After deciding on a
name and an overall aesthetic, I got to work on the story
behind Stellar. Based in Moon River, Oregon, Stellar
Coffee Co., is a premium coffee bean roaster with several
physical cafes that serve their upscale brews across the
country. In the initial moodboards for Stellar, I included
black and white imagery from early space exploration,
views from Moon River, Oregon, and examples of midcentury graphic design.

(Right) Examples of
MidCentury Design
Curated by Julian
Montague
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My goal for the logo and wordmark for Stellar
Coffee Co., was to find a way to combine the two,
meaning the logo would come from a piece of
the wordmark. I went through many sketches of
iconography relating to space and coffee in an attempt
to find ways to integrate a logo symbol into the word
“Stellar.” After several brainstorming sessions, I found
a complimentary relationship between the curve of a
simplified, “twinkling,” star shape and the outer curve of
an “S” letterform.

(Above) Initial Logo
Symbol and Wordmark
Sketches for Stellar
Coffee Co.
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FIRST LEVEL OF EXECUTION

logo into a mid-century inspired package design that
would echo themes of space. I went through many
different layouts and approaches to the design of the

After deciding on a rough version of the logo for

front of the coffee bags before I felt I had created a

Stellar Coffee Co., I got to work on the design of the

truly unique design. The approach I settled on in this

primary brand identity asset for this project, which

first round of coffee bag designs was one which would

would be the coffee bags. I started with the design of

include the Stellar Coffee Co. wordmark on the top of

the coffee bags, because I felt that they would be a very

the bags and a flavor profile which would wrap around

strong communicator of Stellar’s unique brand identity.

the left hand side of the coffee bags. This design would

Stellar’s coffee bags would be vital in separating their

leave enough room for some sort of minimalistic, space-

brand from the other coffee companies on supermarket

themed illustration that would wrap around the right

shelves. My initial plan for the design of Stellar’s coffee

hand side of the bags and uniquely identify the different

bags was to find ways to integrate the unique geometric

roasts and flavors of coffee.

(Above) First Round of
Coffee Bag Designs
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SECOND LEVEL OF EXECUTION
While designing the first iterations of Stellar’s
coffee bags and wordmark, I was also testing out font
choices and color combinations to hone in on a more
specific and brand-centric look which could be applied
to a style guide. After trying out several color palettes
and studying examples of mid century graphic design, I
decided that a primary color scheme would be a nice fit
for Stellar’s simple and fun brand identity. As far as font
choices, I decided that a typeface called, “Freight,” would
work great in the wordmark as well as in headers and
subheaders, because of its many different weights. For
the body copy which would be used on the website and
style guide, I decided on a geometric sans-serif called,
“Sofia,” which would pay homage to other geometric
sans-serifs from mid-century design like Futura.
During my research into existing coffee brand
packaging, I noticed a surprising lack of illustrative

(Top) Illustrative Coffee

elements as well as a lack of any distinction between

Bag Iterations

the different roasts of the same company. I decided that

(Bottom) Photographic

including various illustrative elements in the coffee bag

Coffee Bag Iterations

designs would be a great way to not only differentiate
Stellar’s packaging from the other companies on the
shelf, but to also serve the function of identifying the
different roasts of coffee beans in their lineup. I looked
for examples of bold, geometric mid century illustrations
for inspiration. This wasn’t the only approach I tried
out, though, I also tested out a few variations of coffee
bags using photographic elements. After gathering data
from some surveys, though, I came to the conclusion that
most people preferred the illustrative coffee bags over
the photographic versions. With these photographic
versions of the coffee bags, I also tested out an

alternative version of the logo symbol and wordmark, to
which most preferred the original logo and wordmark.
Looking at the cup designs of most coffee
distributors, I noticed that the best coffee cup designs
are the ones that go beyond simply being a vehicle for the
company’s logo on a flat color background. I wanted to
use the design of Stellar’s coffee cups as another way to
showcase the illustrative elements of Stellar’s brand as
well as a way to show off the logo symbol. The designs
of Stellar’s coffee cups evolved alongside the designs
of their coffee bags as these were similar packaging
problems for me to solve.
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THIRD LEVEL OF EXECUTION

(Below) Excerpts from
final Stellar Coffee Co.
Style Guide, Featuring

In the third and final level of execution, I made it
a point to clean up all the pieces of Stellar Coffee Co.’s

Logo Symbol, Wordmark,
and Logo Story

brand identity and massage them into one cohesive
whole. After receiving some feedback from my mentors,
I tweaked the design of the wordmark and logo symbol
to more comfortably integrate the geometric star shape
while also hinting at the negative space created by the
top right serif of the letter, “S,” in the word, “Stellar.” The
biggest change I made in the third phase of this project
was to the illustrations on the coffee bags. After some
more experimenting with different raster techniques, I
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(Above) Final, Updated

left the clean vector look behind and opted for a more

Illustrations for Brand

rough, artsy, and messy aesthetic. I was inspired by some
of the more chaotic illustrative prints from the era of
mid century graphic design, and I was finally satisfied
by the visual intrigue and uniqueness of these updated
illustrations. Now that I had the final version of the
logo symbol, wordmark, and illustrations done, I felt
confident applying these brand identity assets to a line
of merchandise, Stellar’s physical storefront, their coffee
cups, and of course, their coffee bags.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
From Stellar’s packaging designs, to their physical stores, and their website, I am
very happy with the level of cohesion across Stellar’s brand identity as it exists at every
stage of the user experience. Stellar Coffee Co., as both a fictional brand and as a thesis
project, represents my vision for the future of brand identity in the digital age. As the
tools we use to interact with brands evolves, so too should our approach to digital
brand identity design.

(Above) Final, Updated
Coffee Bag Packaging
Designs With Illustrative
Elements and New
Wordmark
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(Above) Final, Updated
Coffee Cup Designs With
Illustrative Elements and
Updated Logo Symbol
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Stellar Coffee Co.
Merchandise Designs,
Including Shirts and
Stickers incorporating
Brand Elements
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(Above) Stellar Coffee
Co. Storefront Using
Illustrative Elements and
Wordmark
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(Above) Stellar Coffee

(Left) Stellar Coffee

Co. Advertisement for

Co. Advertisement for

Landing Page Mockup

Landing Page
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(Above) Stellar Coffee Co. (Right) Stellar Coffee Co.
Building Mural

Mural Design, Flat
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(Left) Stellar Coffee Co.
Coffee Roast Poster
Series Showcasing
Illustrations and
Typography Usage
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(Above) Beauty Shots
from Stellar Coffee Co.
Landing Page Design
(Right) Merchandise
Section of Website
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THANK YOU
In total, I’ve put a countless number of hours into the ideation and execution of
the Stellar Coffee Co. brand identity and user experience over the course of a year
now. I’ve grown tremendously as an artist and as a designer during this time. Designing
a brand identity across digital and physical mediums while maintaining a high level
of cohesion and story is a rigorous process, and my progress was far from linear. The
act of sitting down and making something is a learning process in itself, and across
the many different directions I steered Stellar Coffee Co., the most important thing I
learned was to trust the process; wherever it took me. I couldn’t have done it without
the guidance and advice of my thesis mentor, Jon Hounshell. I’m very thankful for the
support I’ve received from Jon, my thesis reader, Cher Cornett, and the entire Digital
Media faculty throughout this project and my time as a digital media student at ETSU.
I am excited to bring what I’ve learned to the industry and to help brands, big and
small, design for the digital age across every level of their user experience.

(Above) Stellar Coffee Co.
Wordmark Art
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